The development of a system to guide volatile anaesthetic administration.
We have developed and deployed within our operating rooms a system which provides real-time estimates of effect-site levels of inhalational anaesthetic agents along with forward predictions of end-tidal and effect-site concentrations. The initial aim of this project was to provide users of inhalational agents with tools similar to those available in target-controlled infusion systems. This paper describes the development and implementation of the system and outlines evaluation and uses of the system. The prototype was developed by combining a locally developed data logging and trend display system with a model of uptake developed as a teaching tool in 1982. This uptake model performs as well as contemporary models of propofol uptake and distribution. Following initial evaluation, the system has been deployed in over half our operating rooms and uses data gathered from the Datex/GE Anaesthesia Delivery Unit anaesthetic machines. We have conducted a number of studies of the system itself explored aspects of the underlying models, and used the system to investigate effect-site guided anesthesia and as a tool for data collection in other studies. The system has been well accepted locally and has been shown to facilitate faster changes in inhalational levels. We have also seen a significant decrease in fresh gas flow rates over recent years and attribute this in part to the predictive system, which simplifies the task of determining the appropriate combination of gas flow and vapour dial setting. The system also provides a useful platform for a range of research projects.